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s u m m a r y 

Background: SARS-CoV-2 is a new coronavirus that has spread globally, infecting more than 150 0 0 0 peo- 

ple, and being declared pandemic by the WHO. We provide here bio-informatic, evolutionary analysis of 

351 available sequences of its genome with the aim of mapping genome structural variations and the 

patterns of selection. 

Methods: A Maximum likelihood tree has been built and selective pressure has been investigated in order 

to find any mutation developed during the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic that could potentially affect clinical 

evolution of the infection. 

Finding: We have found in more recent isolates the presence of two mutations affecting the Non- 

Structural Protein 6 (NSP6) and the Open Reding Frame10 (ORF 10) adjacent regions. Amino acidic change 

stability analysis suggests both mutations could confer lower stability of the protein structures. 

Interpretation: One of the two mutations, likely developed within the genome during virus spread, could 

affect virus intracellular survival. Genome follow-up of SARS-CoV-2 spread is urgently needed in order to 

identify mutations that could significantly modify virus pathogenicity. 

© 2020 The British Infection Association. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Introduction 

SARS-CoV-2 is the agent of Covid-19, a new coronavirus infec-

tion, recently declared pandemic by the WHO, which causes severe

pneumonia and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). 1 As of

March 16th, more than 150,0 0 0 cases of Covid-19 have been noti-

fied. While most cases have occurred in mainland China and other

Asiatic countries, the virus has also spread to Europe, particularly

Italy, where it has caused more than thousand deaths and is over-

stressing the national health system. 

The SARS-CoV-2 genome has been intensely investigated for di-

agnostics and pathogenicity insights into this virus, as well as to

trace its evolution. Presently, more than 350 sequences of virus iso-

lated from several countries are shared in GISAID database. Studies
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ave highlighted the basic structure of the RNA genome, its prob-

ble source from a bat coronavirus at Wuhan food and wild ani-

al market (with or without a still unidentified secondary animal

ost) and the rather close similarity in viral sequences of isolates

rom different patients 2 . However, interpretation of genome-driven

irus evolution has remained difficult because the published data

o still refer to a relatively low number of viral isolates, most of

hich from China, and few ones from other countries. In particu-

ar, there is little information about the evolutionary impact of the

ew mutations that have been reported by various Authors. 

We have here examined all available SARS-CoV-2 sequences

ith the aim of mapping structural variations of this new coron-

virus genome and the patterns of selection, if any, of viral pro-

ein genes. We describe the presence of two mutations affect-

ng the Non-Structural Protein 6 (NSP6) and the Open Reading

rame10 (ORF 10) adjacent aminoacidic regions of SARS-CoV-2 and

iscuss their potential relevance for virus-host interaction, particu-

arly virus-induced cellular autophagy. 
eserved. 
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Table 1 

Table reporting GISAID accession number and country 

of isolation of the sequences with a mutation on the 

3691 aminoacidic position. 

GISAID Accession Number Country of isolation 

408480 Yunnan 

408481 Chongqing 

407988 Singapore 

406223 USA - Arizona 

410984 France 

412974 Italy 

413016 Brazil 

411218 France 

413490 New Zeland 

412975 Australia 

408430 France 

410546 Italy 

413214 Australia 

413213 Australia 

413597 Australia 

413598 Australia 

413597 Australia 

413600 Australia 

410546 Italy 

413595 Australia 

412030 Hong Kong 

412968 Japan 

412969 Japan 

413459 Japan 

408482 Shandong 

412981 Hubei 

413019 Switzerland 

413025 USA - Washington 

413603 Finland 

413605 Finland 

413588 Netherlands 

413589 Netherlands 

413585 Netherlands 
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aterial and Methods 

All the 351 sequences available of COVID-19 isolated from hu-

ans have been downloaded from GISAID ( https://www.gisaid.

rg/ ) databank. A dataset has been built including sequences from

uman and excluding sequences from animals (like bat or pan-

olin). The Dataset has been aligned using multiple sequence align-

ent (MAFFT) online tool 3 and manually edited using Bioedit

rogram v7.0.5. 4 The complete dataset was assessed for presence

f phylogenetic signal by applying the likelihood mapping analy-

is implemented in the IQ-TREE 1.6.8 software ( http://www.iqtree.

rg ). 5 A maximum likelihood (ML) phylogeny was reconstructed

sing IQ-TREE 1.6.8 software under the HKY nucleotide substitution

odel with four gamma categories (HKY + G4), which was inferred

n jModelTest ( https://github.com/ddarriba/jmodeltest2 ) as the best

tting model. 6 

Adaptive Evolution Server ( http://www.datamonkey.org/ ) was

sed to find possible sites of positive or negative selection. To this

urpose the following tests has been used: Fixed Effects Likelihood

FEL) 7 , Mixed Effects Model of Evolution (MEME) 8 and Bayesian

raphical Models for co-evolving sites (BGM). 9 These tests allowed

o infer the site-specific pervasive selection, the episodic diversify-

ng selection across the region of interest, to identify episodic se-

ection at individual sites and to verify the presence of some co-

volving sites. 10 Statistically significant positive or negative selec-

ion was based on p value < 0.05 . 11 

Protein homology modelling has been attempted using the

ebsites SwissModel 12 and HHPred. 13 I-Tasser has also been used

s an alternative source of SARS-CoV-2 protein structure models.

-Mutant2.0 14 online server has been used to predict the effect of

he mutations found under selective pressure on protein stability.

econdary structure and trans-membrane predictions have been

arried out with Jpred 

15 , TMHMM 

16 and Protter 17 services. Three-

imensional structures have been analyzed and displayed using Py-

OL. 18 

ole of the funding source 

No specific funding source has been received 

esults 

A Maximum Likelihood tree using HKY + G4 model has been

uilt and results have been compared with epidemiological in-

ormation. Sequences from several different countries have been

ound in the same clusters while sequences from the same coun-

ries have not been found in the same cluster. No separated clade

s evident, but all the sequences are part of the same clade.

he mutation on the amino acid position 3691 does not ap-

ear to be associated within the same cluster with sequences

ith a leucine on the residue position 9659. Moreover 3 se-

uences have been found to have a mutation on both the 3691

nd the 9659 amino acidic positions. Sequences with a histi-

ine on the position 9659 have been found to belong to dis-

inct clusters. At any rate, clustering of sequence presenting amino

cidic mutations did not indicate geographical/epidemiological

ink with the patients from whom SARS-CoV-2 was isolated

Supplementary Fig. 1). No reliable homology model could be

uilt using SwissModel and HHpred servers. For this reason, the

hree-dimensional model of NSP6 has been downloaded from I-

asser website. ( https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/C- I- TASSER/

019-nCov/QHD43415 _ 6.pdb.gz ). The structural analysis performed

sing TMHMM and Protter servers have shown that NSP6 pro-

ein has 7 putative trans-membrane helices like in other coron-

viruses. 19 
The MEME analysis has shown evidence for episodic synony-

ous mutations mostly concerning the 3rd codon and not impact-

ng on the overall proteomic asset of the virus. Regarding the FEL

nalysis, the presence of potential sites under positive selective

ressure have been found on 2 sites, on the amino acidic posi-

ions 3691 and 9659. These mutations fall on NSP6 and on a region

ear the Open Reading Frame 10 (ORF 10), respectively. The amino

cidic change stability (ACS) analysis has shown that both muta-

ions lead to a lower stability of the protein structures. Namely,

t amino acid position 3691 (corresponding to NSP6 position 37),

ost of the SARS-CoV-2 sequences have a leucine residue while

ome more recent sequences from Asia, America, Oceania and Eu-

ope isolates show phenylalanine ( Table 1 ). Both amino acids are

on-polar, but phenylalanine has a benzoic ring in the side chain

hich may stiffen the secondary structure by means of aromatic-

romatic, hydrophobic or stacking interactions. The ACS analysis

as shown that this mutation lead to a lower stability of the pro-

ein structure ( Fig. 1 ). The mutant position is predicted to be at

he C-terminal side of the first transmembrane helix correspond-

ng to the first outer membrane site, close to a sequence region

ich of phenylalanine residues (from NSP6 residue position 32 to

0: SLFFFFYENA) of SARS-CoV-2 ( Fig. 1 b). According to the struc-

ural model, the mutant position is part of a constellation of aro-

atic residues which includes, in addition to the sequentially con-

iguous residues, Trp31, Phe42 and Phe45 ( Fig. 2 ). Jpred attributes

 helical conformation also to the cytosolic portion of the segment

onnecting the first to the second transmembrane helix which may

acilitate hydrophobic interactions among these aromatic residues. 

At the amino acidic position 9659 (corresponding to ORF 10 po-

ition 3 o 4), most of the SARS-CoV-2 sequences have an arginine

esidue while some sequences from Australia and America isolates

https://www.gisaid.org/
http://www.iqtree.org
https://github.com/ddarriba/jmodeltest2
http://www.datamonkey.org/
https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/C-I-TASSER/2019-nCov/QHD43415_6.pdb.gz
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Fig. 1. I-TASSER model of NSP6. Residue under positive selective pressure with a 

p < 0.05 is shown as a sphere. Residues found in the structure proximity are shown 

in sticks. All residues are marked by the corresponding labels. 

Table 2 

Table reporting GISAID accession number and country 

of isolation of the sequences with a histidine on the 

9659 aminoacidic position. 

GISAID Accession Number Country of isolation 

412965 Canada 

413490 New Zeland 

412975 Australia 

413214 Australia 

413213 Australia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Table reporting GISAID accession number and country 

of isolation of the sequences with a Leucine on the 

9659 aminoacidic position. 

GISAID Accession Number Country of isolation 

411954 USA - California 

410717 Australia 

410718 Australia 

407896 Australia 

407894 Australia 
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have a histidine residue. The BGM analysis has highlighted the

presence of co-evolution between the amino acidic position 9375

and the position 9659 ( Table 2 ). Both amino acids are polar, but

histidine has an imidazole side chain that suggests a more rigid

secondary structure. In fact, ACS analysis has shown that this mu-

tation leads to a lower stability of the protein structure. On the

same position, other sequences of SARS-CoV-2 isolates from Aus-

tralia and New Zealand have shown the presence of a non-polar

(leucine) aminoacidic residue ( Table 3 ). Also, in this case, the mu-
Fig. 2. Results obtained with Protter and TMHMM are shown in panel A and B, respectiv

In the panel A, the residue under positive pressure with p < 0.05 is marked by the red arr

referred to the web version of this article.). 
ation leads to a lower stability of the protein structure, as indi-

ated by ACS analysis. 

iscussion 

In this paper, we have examined all available genome sequences

352) of the recently emerged, new coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 which

auses a dreadful pneumonia pandemic termed Covid-19 (19). This

irus has infected so far more than 120,0 0 0 subjects worldwide,

ith several thousand casualties. Almost all countries have been

ffected and some of them are now experiencing a rampant rise of

isease cases with severe consequences on the stability of health

ystems. Since disease probable emergence in a wet market of

uhan, city in the Hubei region of China and recognition of its

ausative agent, a number of studies on SARS-CoV-2 genome have

een published and showed its close similarities (and differences)

ith the genomes of other coronaviruses isolated from bat, snake,

angolin and SARS CoV. 20 –22 

Now the attention of most investigators is focused on the po-

ential capability of the viral genome to evolve through muta-

ion, recombination and gene gain and losses, as verified in other

uman coronaviruses. 23 Despite contrary expectations, the selec-

ive pressure analysis reported here points out that the genome

f SARS-CoV-2 has so far undergone very few mutations, which

ostly affect the 3rd codon, and are synonymous, meaning are

ot going to influence the general molecular structure of this

ew virus. In addition, it remains difficult to prove the biologi-

al relevance of these mutations by pure bioinformatic approach,

n the absence of experimental correlates. To somewhat overcome

hese difficulties, we have here joined bioinformatic and phyloge-

etic with structural analysis of SARS-CoV-2 protein encoded by

utated genes, in an attempt to obtain some insights into the
ely. 

ow (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
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iological significance and plausibility of the noted mutations. We

osit that some of these mutations can provide the virus with use-

ul adaptations in its fight to persist and multiply within humans. 

We have particularly assessed two SARS-CoV-2 mutations of

on-structural viral proteins, NSP6 and an aminoacidic region near

RF 10, with particular interest into the former protein. NSP6, a

ommon component of both α and β-coronaviruses, locates to

he endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and generates autophagosomes. 24 

e notice that the presence of multiple phenylalanine residues in

he outer membrane region of NSP6 should favor the affinity be-

ween this region and the ER membrane inducing a more stable

inding of the protein to ER. It has been shown that this binding

ay favor coronavirus infection by compromising the ability of au-

ophagosomes to deliver viral components to lysosomes for degra-

ation. 25 Thus, its role would be to limit autophagosome expan-

ion, directly or indirectly by starvation or chemical inhibition of

TOR signaling. 26 Nonetheless, the role of autophagy in viral infec-

ion is a double-edge sword and we don’t have direct evidence that

SP6 mutation does in fact favor viral replication and evasion from

ellular immunity or the opposite. In this context, it should be

oted that mutational protein analysis speaks for a lower stability

f NSP6 upon changing phenylalanine from leucine, but it should

e considered that ACS analysis doesn’t consider trans-membrane

osition and other protein interactions. Regarding the aminoacidic

egion near the ORF 10, previous studies performed on the SARS-

oV reported a 29 nucleotides deletion segment disrupting ORF 9

nd, simultaneously, eliminating ORFs 10 and 11. The clinical sig-

ificance of this deletion is unclear also because it has been found

o co-exist with the non-deleted variant in the same host and same

linical specimen (25). A comparison of data from evolutionary and

hylogenetic analysis leads us to hypothesize that the mutations

re probably unrelated to a strain or a sub-family of the COVID-19

ut are due to independent converging evolution of the virus that

romote these changes in the viral genome. 

In conclusion, the analysis of a relatively wide database of

ARS-CoV-2 genomes of worldwide isolates representative of

ovid-19, from the start of epidemic in China up to the recent

irus spread to European countries, has revealed only two syn-

nymous mutations. Nonetheless, we here speculate that one of

hese two mutations, i.e the NSP6, could bring to some apprecia-

le change in the expression of SARS-CoV-2 relationship with its

ost, particularly concerning a critical host anti-viral defense, such

s the autophagic lysosomal machinery. Changes in these viral re-

ions should be constantly monitored as they could significantly

odify SARS-CoV-2 pathogenicity. 
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